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What Remains Vague
Kiosque Domestique en mode prkdestination
Si vous avez envie d'adopter ce kiosque et toutes les matidres palpables et impalpables qui lui
sont inh&rentes, T&lephonezau 574 252 4234
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Massimo Guerrera's advertisement for Porus gives no indication of what to expect2 This
ambiguity is indicative of his practice in that it points to an inability to predetermine response
or finality. Although he establishes parameters for the organization of his projects, he allows
them the space to adapt to events and participants, and unfold as they will.
Porus incorporates drawings, photographs, texts, food, relationships, actions and objects.
This metamorphosing and ongoing project that began in 1998 invites willing participants
to adopt into their homes "domestic kiosks"-a term Guerrera uses to describe a piece of
hybridized furniture or portable object. Often moulded at the participant's home, they are
shaped with recognizable bodily impressions and forms, and are the primary agents and
catalysts of the project Porus. One such sculpture began with the opposing hands of the artist and collaborator simultaneously turning and twisting a slab of wet clay. The finger- and
handprint-marked clay now protrudes from a heavy, bone-white, polyhedron box, the ends of
which transform into oversized ears.

Guerrera repeatedly visits the apartments and houses of both friends and strangers-foster homes-to develop and maintain a relationship between the temporary parent, himself.
and the object. With subsequent visits, the objects' form and function mutate. Each series
of meetings continues for an undetermined timeframe and varies from one collaborator to
another, based on the openness or reticence of each participant and the developing relations.
Each one relies on mutual trust, interest, desire, need and curiosity. Guerrera's visits typically
occur monthly, and several have lasted over three years.
The domestic kiosks, as well as drawings, circulate between the artist and participants,
encouraging creative collaborations and performative actions, some of which Guerrera
captures in photographs. They are produced on the table or floor within the intimate space
shared by artist and collaborator as food and drink are consumed; pencil and paint marks
occur during conversation. Small placemats bearing the vestiges of the food and drink
become drawings that contain scribbles, traces and texts. Later in his studio. Guerrera adds
details, renders descriptive drawings, and demarcates the stains. The drawings reveal an
immediacy of execution, documenting shared moments and serendipitous interactions.
Guerrera manipulates them mid- or postcirculation, further developing the imagery by refining drawn gestures, or overlaying them with traced photographs or prints of computermanipulated original images. Bodies, architectural spaces, objects, and moments merge into
impossible wholes. For one of his drawings, he and two other participants hold up the box1.01
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handle-ear object by the moulded handles. They are all fused into one polymorphous body
connected by the object's ears.
The photographs document the artist and participants with the domestic kiosks in various
poses and entanglements. They provide a fragmented view into the intimate space of the
encounters that transpired, and the various contexts from which the objects. drawings, and
writings evolve. They often capture an awkwardness and uncertainty of the events that precede and follow that particular moment. One image shows Guerrera with a paper plate covering his face, sitting beside and holding the hands of a woman who looks straight-ahead, her
face expressionless. One of his sculptures is perched on her lap.
Collectively the drawings and photographs define and fix countless moments. They exist
within undetermined timeframes of events, encounters, comings and goings, and cultivated
friendships that all remain accessible. Yet, the exhibition does not function as straight documentation. Rather, it permits only the partial passage of information and sets up an arena to
circulate, connect and link the events, objects and participants, and like the domestic kiosk,
activates infinite configurations and combinations of interactions.
We are all plastic creatures. Guerrera acknowledges our inherent vulnerability, and introduces
awkwardness to the familiar. The willingness to adopt a domestic kiosk and all that it entails
sets into motion a direct engagement that alters everyday life, confronts participants and
questions intimacy. He explores limits of personal defence, protection and control, offsetting
discomfort by the convivial space that surrounds food.
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That our surroundings, objects and relationships combine to shape who we are inform his
experimentation in social activity. In what remains vague, Guerrera's private life and his artistic
practice have merged, as meetings, dinners, and conversations become fluid and indistinguishable.
Natalie De Vito

drew's Birdhouse

What could have taken several more weeks of decision-making came together in a matter of
hours.
Until moving to Brooklyn. I hadn't seen Colin Zaug for about four years. He'd been living in
Santa Fe for the previous 2 or 3 years and had just found a place to share with Carey-Ann in
Park S l o ~ e .
On Saturday morning, half an hour after Bill and I loaded the wood that used to be his
and Sunsook's bedroom shelves into my trunk, I was in traffic, heading back toward the
Williamsburg Bridge, when Carey-Ann called me. I told her I would have to call her back.
A parking ticket sat on the passenger's seat: one hundred and five dollars. I knew that I
wouldn't have long to park ~nthe space, so I turned down Sunsook's offer of breakfast or coffee. Bill understood as I explained that I was parked in a No Standing zone, and affirmed my
concern that it also meant No Parking.
I wasn't at all upset by the ticket. It somehow crystallized a set of events in my mind.
Andrew's Birdhouse, my project for Mercer Union, would be made from the wood given to
me by Bill and Sunsook, even if it was plywood. I would make as many birdhouses as possible, send one to Mercer and leave the extras on the street. Also, as a result of the ticket. I
wouldn't go see a movle that afternoon. Nor would I go to the bookstore. I already had doubts
about buying more books-for lack of space more than anything.
As I drove home. I considered rational explanations for why I shouldn't be bothered by the
ticket. I could have easily spent the money on drinks last night, or gambled it. But then again.
I don't gamble.
Soon I took out the plans for the birdhouse and studied them. I knew that plywood was not
the proper material to build birdhouses. But, ~tdldn't matter. Once they were palnted, no one
would be able to tell the difference. I imagined the flnished object, hanglng on a tree in a forest somewhere. It would have a slight cast of green mildew on it, and the rain would have
caused the plywood to buckle and pull apart from itself.
1.04
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Video art in China, with a special focus on the Shanghai art scene

A few years ago, lnside Out, a well-known exhib~t~on
on Chinese contemporary art travelled
the world. As a matter of fact, Inside Out was a very useful name' at that tlme China was on
the move, "coming out" to conquer the world, scattering its artlsts and artworks ~nnew places (NY, Par~s,London, Tokyo, etc ). It was an exh~bit~on
of the "New Ch~na"on a quest to flnd
~ t sindiv~duality,deallng w ~ t hpolitical and economic dramas, and the soc~alinability to respond
to a fast-chang~ngrealrty
Then came the extens~vemed~acoverage on Ch~na.its incred~bleeconomlc growth and, along
with ~ tthe
, des~refor free expression. Chlna discovered a new "ins~deout". corpses, cruelty
to animals, extreme performances and an overall fasclnatlon w ~ t hthe morb~dconstituted the
"raw mater~al"of b u ~ l d ~ nagnew art~sticdlrectron Tlred of polltical pop or d~scussionson the
true ident~tyof contemporary Chrnese art and ~ t sdevelopments, which was typ~calof the 80s
and early 90s, young artlsts preferred new med~ato express the~rlndlv~dualityand the~ridea
of Chinese and non-Chinese societies. Flrst used by Song Dong or Zhang Peili as a "recording
tool" to document performances, it became a popular practlce for artists in Beijing, Chengdu,
Canton and other centres But it was not u n t ~the
l late 90s that China began to thrnk of new
technolog~esas a med~umfor contemporary art expression. The use of video at that tlme
was llmited and very expensive Publlc access for dig~talrecording and edltlng was almost
non-ex~stant.The Beijing Film Academy was still using retro techniques and In general the
approach to new technologies was very casual and self-taught The absence of professional
tralning and equipment in schools forced art~ststo create small communities, whlch supported video product~onAmong artlsts rn Shangha~for Instance, ~twas, and st111IS, a very
common practlce to exchange services and equipment for new creations This community is
largely responsible for the production of many of the major works comlng out of China
Can we really talk about h~gh-techIn China? The few creations made by Chlnese artlsts (Xu
Tan, Feng Mengbo, Yang Zhenzhong etc ) are still very low-tech, and as stated above, not
technrcally developed compared to those In other parts of the world. The developments that
have made Chlna one of the world's leadlng producers of technology do not correspond
wlth the use of technology in contemporary art production In relat~on,the development of a
des~gnmarket that 1s more funct~onalthan quality drlven works to underm~nevlsual research
Professional courses in art and design schools are still very poor and l ~ m ~ t eby
d the lack of
equipment To improve t h ~ seducational def~ciency,it IS essent~alfor artlsts to Independently
get involved with new technologies and thus work toward creatlng a stream of artlsts that can
contlnue to develop Chlnese contemporary arts

programme'
Wu Ershan, Open Fire. 2002. 5 min, Be~jing
Zhao Liang, Untitled, 2002, Shanghai.
Chen X~anyun,Sorrow Spaces Going towards the Night, 2002, 12 mln, Hangzhou
Xu Zhen, Shout~ng.1999, 4 min, Shangha~.
Lu Chunsheng, A Line with a Cough, 2001,5 mln, Shanghai
Yang Fudong, Hi, in the Backyard, Sun 1s Rising, 2001, 13 mrn, Shanghai.
Kan Xuan, Untitled, 2002, 1 mln, Be~jing.
Fang Mlngzhen and Fang Mingzhu, Happening on the Occasion of the Shanghai Biennale
(documentary of the event), 2002, 10 mln, Shangha~.
This lecture and scrsenlng 18pert of E M e Curamid Ininrrmw snd pn
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Colin Zaug

Srick

Our centuries-long separation from the land has spawned a wealth of fantasies and anxieties
that have irrevocably altered how we perceive and navigate the natural world. For the past 10
years, this cultural overlay-the futile, often clumsy ways we attempt to reconnect-has provided fertile terrain for Colin Zaug's spare, architectural sculpture; surrealist-inspired photography; and dreamlike drawings. Expansive and intimate, bulky and frail, illusory and resolutely
physical, his work is replete with structural and conceptual paradoxes that deflect easy interpretation. For Zaug, meaning resides in the corners: peripheral moments and deeply ordinary
objects take on an unassuming. curiously liminal presence that emulates the subconscious
ground he explores.
An extension of this interest is Zaug's abid~ngfascination with the subliminal impressions of
our body in space. His carefully composed sculptures, which often imply an (absent) body,
impart a potent kinesthesia; how they engage your body, in real and imaginary ways, is a large
part of what makes them so compelling. Zaug recognizes our experience of space is inextricably tied to how we organize and move through it (maps and vehicles are recurring motifs
In his work). Recent exhibitions-like at Mercer Union-are strategically laid out to create a
series of subtly affecting spatial events that pull us through the gallery and activate both the
objects and intervals in between.
The large embankment we first encounter in the narrow back gallery comprises a bound pile
of crudely refabricated mundane objects lit from within its jumbled centre, and partially covered with a half-sphere of chicken-wire and papier mdch6. Rounding the corner, the surface
smoothes to a pristine, white plaster finish Zaug refers to as a "negation"; this connects the
piece to an earlier series called Perfect World, in which Zaug strove to "make complicated
things more simple."' In both cases, furniture and common utilitarian tools are mimicked in
straightforward, ham-fisted replicas made from rough and ready materials like plaster, plywood, and Styrofoam. Pared down in colour and form till they shed their real-world specificity,
1.06
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